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Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Application Simulation
Air flow simulation 10 seconds after freezer door opens
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Under normal air density exchange, the
warm air enters through the top half
of the door opening while the cold air
flows out the bottom half of the door.
Once the warm air enters the freezer
it condenses and creates the frost and
ice typically found on the door header,
wall and ceilings in these types of applications.

When a Freezer Aire Curtain™ is operating in front of an open Cold Storage
Door the warm air is entrained into
the air curtain's stream so that when
the discharged air reaches the floor
it splits, forcing the air back into the
warm side and some in towards the
freezer as seen by this Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) illustration.

INSTALLATION
EXAMPLES

Heavy duty direct drive
motors for longer life.
Easy Installation. Mount
directly to freezer wall or
use mounting brackets with
threaded rod.

One of the unit’s unique performance features is
Powered Aire’s plenum design (see below). A custom plenum inside each unit assures an even air
flow across the full width and length of the door
opening. Other manufacturers point their blowers
down, resulting in dead spots where each motor is
located. This allows warm air to flow into the freezer
defeating the purpose of an air curtain.
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Aire Controller™
provides strategic
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Condensation
forming on high
speed fabric
doors.

SOLUTION: Freezer Aire Curtain™

PROBLEM #2

The Air Curtain is
positioned beneath
the door header
and between the
door and bollard.

Ice or frost
forming on the
wall or ceiling
inside freezer
door openings.
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The Air Curtain is
mounted directly
to the wall by using
existing holes in
the back of the unit
or via an optional
MB123 Quick Mounting Bracket.

Fog forms when
the door opens.

MODEL: FAC

The two-speed Freezer Aire CurtainTM is used to help solve
problems at freezer door openings that result from extreme temperature differences from one side to the other. The Freezer Aire
CurtainTM helps to prevent fog from forming when the door opens,
moisture and frost on door panels and ice buildup inside the
freezer door opening and on the walls.

Frost forming
on strip curtains.
Doors maintenance and
damage due to
ice build up.
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When used with a High Speed Fabric Door, the
Cooler Aire CurtainTM may be supplied with an Aire
ControllerTM to cycle the operation of the air curtain
on and off during times when the door is not in use
to keep the door panel dry.

When used with a Hard Panel Door, the Cooler Aire
CurtainTM may be supplied with a timer to keep the
air curtain running for a set period of time after the
door closes.

Unistrut is attached
to the top of the air
curtain to reach
brackets mounted
outside of the door
system.
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Electric heater automatically turns on and warms the air
to reduce the likelihood of it
condensing inside the freezer
when the door is open.

MODEL: CAC

Wet floors.

KEY DESIGN FEATURES
Standard corrosion resistant
stainless steel case.

SOLUTION: Cooler Aire Curtain™

PROBLEM #1

The Aire ControllerTM provides strategically timed
heat and fan functions for
around-the-clock protection
from moisture, frost and ice
buildup on hard panel and
high-speed fabric freezer
doors. It has both preset and
adjustable functions.
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CASE STUDY: Maintaining Freezer Integrity
An alarm sounded every week,
sometimes multiple times a week,
alerting the staff of a major southeast
U.S. chain grocery store that its main
freezer was becoming too warm and
jeopardizing the product inside.
Why was this happening? The
30’x25’x10’freezer was a high traffic
area with employees constantly moving product between the ambient 70o
F and -10o F sides. The closed freezer
door protected the 61” wide x 84” high
opening but the strip door was not
enough to protect the freezer against
temperature loss when the door was
open.

Seeking to eliminate the problem,
the grocer chose to install a Powered
Aire Model CED-2-96E with 20 kW
electric heat. The Air Curtain kept the
freezer temperature lower and the
strip door and floor drier, improving
personnel safety at the door opening.
It also lessened the risk of product
spoilage, resulted in fewer defrost cycles and reduced the number of maintenance and service calls.
Effectiveness was tested by recording the average temperature, both day
and night, the week before and the
week after installation of the Air Curtain.

Testing concluded that the Air Curtain helped to lower the average box
temperature by 15.7o, which the customer deemed a “huge success.”

CASE STUDY: Breaking Free from Fog and Ice Buildup
A top Canadian producer of frozen food products was
searching for a way to reduce the amount of fog produced
when 50o F (10o C) cooler air collided with -40o F (-40o C)
air flowing from a conveyor opening.
The fog turned to ice on the drip tray beneath the conveyor belt and employees had to stop the production line
to clear the ice away, resulting in unnecessary downtime.
Powered Aire supplied a CED-2-72E electrically heated unit with 1/2 HP motors and 20 kw heat for the 67-in.
wide x 22-in. high opening.
The air curtain is mounted on the warmer side to prevent the subzero freezer air from its natural tendency to
flow out of the opening toward the warmer room.

The customer reports that the air curtain is performing
to expectations in that the fog/ice buildup has been greatly reduced.

CASE STUDIES: Improving Productivity & Safety Issues
A metropolitan food bank’s 4-inch thick bi-parting cold storage doors separate the warehouse from a busy -9 degree freezer
room. The doors only stay open for 10 seconds at a time but are
frequently cycled. Plastic strip curtains were initially used but the
large temperature difference caused so much fog to develop inside the opening, and frost to build
up on the strips, that workers could
no longer see through them. The
floor outside the doors required
constant mopping.
An electrically heated Freezer Aire
Curtain™ was installed over each
door improving safety, increasing
productivity and reducing fog, frost
and ice in the freezer. Powered
Aire’s durable, corrosion-resistant
stainless steel air curtains will protect this food bank’s doors for years
to come while enhancing the facility’s LEED certified ‘green’ status.

There are a lot of cold storage doors opening and closing in
the McLane Foods distribution
system, which services grocers,
restaurants and other retail locations throughout the southeastern U.S. Today there is one less
problem door to worry about,
thanks to the implementation
of a Freezer Aire Curtain™ above
the door’s exterior.
The exterior of the high-speed
door is ambient temperature,
while the freezer is -10. This extreme temperature
difference caused an unsafe accumulation of ice on
the floor around the opening. The strategically timed
operation and heat provided by the Freezer Aire Curtain™ is now helping to keep that area dry.
“It went from an ice rink to nothing there,” a
spokesperson was happy to report.
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